Food Forward tv series
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Pilot aired 4/4/2012
50+ cities/towns in the U.S.

Produced by PBS
Features Will Allen, Sean Barrett, Andrew Cote, Matthew Dillon, Shannon Eldredge, Anya Fernald, Ben Flanner, Josh Frye, Paul Greenberg, Will Harris, Justine Hernandez, Bob Jackson, Mateo Kehler, Monica Martinez, Mark McAfee, John Mooney, Karl Nish & Steve Mintz, Abeni Ramsey, Robert Reed, Travis Roberts, Caroline Stover, Sarah Tanner, Vandra Thorbun, Tim Thornhill, Karen Washinton, John Wick, & Betti Wiggins.

"Food Forward: Urban Agriculture Across America is a half-hour, character-driven survey of urban farming across the country. The pilot episode for a 13-part series greenlit for PBS starting 2012, we meet the food rebels who are growing food right where we live--in cities."